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(2.1) The right-hand side of Equation (2.1) is the forcing function due to `FP' linearized with respect to the equilibrium angle Ce produced by the control moment.
K.H. Lloyd and D.P. Brown, "Influence of Gravity and Applied Side Forces on the Stability of a Spinning
Since
e e e can be-eliminated from Equation (2.1).
The result has a quite simple
fonm if e is assumed to be constant:
where
Eqtation (2.3) is a second-order complex equation with con3tant coefficients, but it involves ý as well as • . Equations of this kind were solved in Reference 3 by assuming a solution of the form:
If Equation (2.4) is substituted in Equation (2.3) and the coefficients of the four exponentials are set equal to zero, there results
For E = 0, k = k = 0 and the equation F. = 0 is the usual quadratic 4 5J equation for the epicyclic frequencies and damping rates. We wish to find the effect of small nonzero E. Equation (2.5) can be written in the following form, where T. + T has been approximated by i4/.
A first approximation for P can be obtained by setting the small right side of Equation (2.6) equa to zero.
A better approximation for F. now follows from Equation (2.6) by replacing F. on the right side 3 by -i N and neglecting !2 terms compared e to EF terms. 
'
.7
For this approximation, (2 9 e e
III. SOuUTION FOR SMALL SPIN
For small spin, the PT term in Equations (2.8 -9) can be omitted and these equations reduce to E (I R.
where R. = M/(2 P p'j.
The iterative process that produced Equation (3.1) is valid only if the absolute value of the second term in that equation is sm•ller than the absolute value of the first term.
For small ¶E[, this is the case if IR.I is less than, say, unity (a conservative upper bound):
This condition is always satisfied for the rapidly spinning shell of Reference 1, but its applicability to a slowly spinning finner must be analyzed by use of the concept of resonance spin. This is what was done in Reference 2 and Equation (2.7) yields the frequencies and damping rates of that report.
For spin rates lower than five times reaonant spin, Equation (2.7) loses validity and should be used with caution.
This war, not done in Reference 2 and erroneous results were given for zero spin.
IV. SOLUTION FOR ZERO SPIN
For P = 0, Equation (2.5) requires that P. r. We see that in both zero-spin solutions, (4.6) aAd (4.9), % has no effect on the damping rates and ;e has no effect on the frequencies.
A nonzero re will effect just one of the frequencies; zero & will e e cause secular terms to appear in the solution. Mgnus _moment CMpa (a/2) tan
axial and transverse moments of inertia 
